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Recommendation ITU-T X.1081
The telebiometric multimodal model – A framework for the specification
of security and safety aspects of telebiometrics

Amendment 1
Object identifier assignments and hierarchy theory principles

Summary
Amendment 1 to Recommendation ITU-T X.1081 allocates eight arcs under the object identifier arc
{joint-iso-itu-t(2) telebiometrics(42)} allocated for the work on telebiometrics, with top level
OID-IRI value "/Telebiometrics". Under the arc allocated to Recommendation ITU-T X.1081, new
arcs are allocated to measures (quantity, units, symbols), fields of study (physics, chemistry, biology,
culturology, psychology) and modalities (tango, video, audio, chemo, radio, calor).

Source
Amendment 1 to Recommendation ITU-T X.1081 (2004) was approved on 29 October 2009 by
ITU-T Study Group 17 (2009-2012) under Recommendation ITU-T A.8 procedures.
This text includes new Appendix V which was agreed on 25 September 2009 by
ITU-T Study Group 17 (2009-2012).
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iii

Recommendation ITU-T X.1081
The telebiometric multimodal model – A framework for the specification
of security and safety aspects of telebiometrics

Amendment 1
Object identifier assignments and hierarchy theory principles
1)

Clause 2

Insert new normative references at the end of clause 2 (before the NOTE) as follows:
[ITU-T X.660]

Recommendation ITU-T X.660 (2008) | ISO/IEC 9834-1:2008, Information
technology – Open Systems Interconnection – Procedures for the operation of
OSI Registration Authorities: General procedures and top arcs of the
International Object Identifier tree.

[ITU-T X.680.x]

Recommendation ITU-T X.680.x series (2008) | ISO/IEC 8824.x:2008,
Information technology – Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1).

2)

New clause 12

Insert new clause 12 as follows:
12

Object identifier assignments

12.1

Under the procedures of [ITU-T X.660.x], the object identifier:
{joint-iso-itu-t(2) telebiometrics(42)}

has been allocated for the work on telebiometrics, with the top level oid-iri value
"/Telebiometrics".
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12.2
Beneath the "/Telebiometrics" arc, allocations have been made as shown in Figure 2
below:
Root of OID tree

"/Telebiometrics"
{2 42}

''TMM''
{2 42 1}
Assigned to
ITU-T X.1081

''Telehealth_Protocol''
{2 42 3}
Assigned to
ITU-T X.1092

''Human_Physiology''
{2 42 2}
Assigned to
ITU-T X.1082

''Th__Chemistry''
{2 42 5}
Assigned to
ITU-T X.1094

''Th_Physics''
{2 42 4}
Assigned to
ITU-T X.1093

''Th_Culturology''
{2 42 7}
Assigned to
ITU-T X.1096

''Th_Biology''
{2 42 6}
Assigned to
ITU-T X.1095

''Th_Psychology''
{2 42 8}
Assigned to
ITU-T X.1097
X.1081(04)Amd.1(09)_F02

Figure 2 – Top-level arc allocations for telebiometrics
12.3
Annex A provides an ASN.1 module that defines object identifier values, and OID-IRI
values (using RELATIVE-OID-IRI as appropriate) for the associated nodes.
12.4
The arc {joint-iso-itu-t(2) telebiometrics(42) tmm(1) modules(0)} is allocated
for module definitions in this Recommendation. This, and its sub-arcs, are not shown in Figure 2.
12.5

2

Further allocations of arcs under the node allocated to ITU-T X.1081 are shown in Figure 3.
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{2 42 1}
assigned to
ITU-T X.1081

"Measures"
{2 42 1 1}

"Quantities"
{2 42 1 1 1}

"Symbols"
{2 42 1 1 3}

"Units"
{2 42 1 1 2}

"Fields-of-study"
{2 42 1 2}

"Chemistry"
{2 42 1 2 2}

"Physics"
{2 42 1 2 1}

"Culturology"
{2 42 1 2 4}

"Biology"
{2 42 1 2 3}

"Modalities"
{2 42 1 3}

"Tango"
{2 42 1 3 1}

"Psychology"
{2 42 1 2 5}

"Audio"
{2 42 1 3 3}

"Video"
{2 42 1 3 2}

"Radio"
{2 42 1 3 5}

"Chemo"
{2 42 1 3 4}

"Calor"
{2 42 1 3 6}

X.1081(04)Amd.1(09)_F03

Figure 3 – Allocations made by ITU-T X.1081
12.6

The ASN.1 module in Annex A defines object identifier values and OID-IRI (or RELATIVE-

OID-IRI values) for the nodes identified in Figure 2.
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3)

New Annex A

Insert a new Annex A before Appendix I as follows:

Annex A
Formal ASN.1 OID allocations
(This annex forms an integral part of this Recommendation)
A.1

General

This annex provides the formal allocation of top-level OID arcs beneath the "/Telebiometrics"
arc, together with arcs beneath that for ITU-T X.1081 allocation.
A.2

ASN.1 module

NOTE – This module is normative text in ITU-T X.1081. Relevant parts are imported into modules in
ITU-T X.1082 and into the ITU-T X.1092 series as necessary.
Telebiometrics
{joint-iso-itu-t(2) telebiometrics(42) tmm(1) modules(0) main(0) version(0)}
"/Telebiometrics/TMM/Modules/Main_Module/First_Version"
DEFINITIONS::=
BEGIN
-- *1* OBJECT IDENTIFIER names for top-level biometric nodes
id-telebio OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {joint-iso-itu-t(2)
telebiometrics(42)}
id-tmm OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-telebio tmm(1)}
id-hum-phys OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-telebio human-physiology(2)}
id-th OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-telebio telehealth(3)}
-- *2* OID-IRI or RELATIVE-OID-IRI names for top-level telebiometric nodes
-- Note that all RELATIVE-OID-IRI names are relative to the last OIDIRI value specified in this module
iri-telebio OID-IRI ::= "/Telebiometrics"
iri-tmm RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "TMM"
iri-hum-phys RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Human_Physiology"
iri-th RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Telehealth"
-- *3* OBJECT IDENTIFIER allocations specific to ITU-T X.1081
id-measures OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-tmm metric(1)}
id-fields-of-study OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-tmm scientific(2)}
id-modalities OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-tmm sensory(3)}
-- *3.1* OIDs for measures
id-quantities OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-measures quantities(1)}
id-units OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-measures units(2)}
id-symbols OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-measures symbols(3)}
-- *3.2* OIDs for fields of study
id-physics OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-fields-of-study physics(1)}
id-chemistry OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-fields-of-study chemistry(2)}
id-biology OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-fields-of-study biology(3)}
id-culturology OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-fields-of-study
culturology(4)}
id-psychology OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-fields-of-study
psychology(5)}
-- *3.3* OIDs for modalities
id-tango OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {id-modalities tango(1)}

4
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id-video
id-audio
id-chemo
id-radio
id-calor

OBJECT
OBJECT
OBJECT
OBJECT
OBJECT

IDENTIFIER
IDENTIFIER
IDENTIFIER
IDENTIFIER
IDENTIFIER

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

{id-modalities
{id-modalities
{id-modalities
{id-modalities
{id-modalities

video(2)}
audio(3)}
chemo(4)}
radio(5)}
calor(6)}

-- *4* RELATIVE-OID-IRI allocations specific to ITU-T X.1081
-These are all relative to iri-tmm
iri-measures RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Measures"
iri-fields-of-study RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Fields_of_study"
iri-modalities RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Modalities"
-- *4.1* OID-IRIs for Fields of Study
iri-quantities RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Measures/Quantities"
iri-units RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Measures/Units"
iri-symbols RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Measures/Symbols"
-- *4.2* OID-IRIs for Fields of Study
iri-physics RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Fields_of_Study/Physics"
iri-chemistry RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Fields_of_Study/Chemistry"
iri-biology RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Fields_of_Study/Biology"
iri-culturology RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Fields_of_Study/Culturology"
iri-psychology RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::= "Fields_of_Study/Psychology"
-- *4.3* OID-IRIs for ModalitiesFields of
iri-tango RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::=
iri-video RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::=
iri-audio RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::=
iri-chemo RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::=
iri-radio RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::=
iri-calor RELATIVE-OID-IRI ::=
END

4)

Study
"Modalities/Tango"
"Modalities/Video"
"Modalities/Audio"
"Modalities/Chemo"
"Modalities/Radio"
"Modalities/Calor"

Introduction

Insert at the end of the Introduction the following paragraph:
Appendix V, "Hierarchy theory principles", summarizes the hierarchy theory and is supplemented
by the extensive bibliography that references most of the major papers in this area.
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5)

New Appendix V

Insert a new Appendix V as follows:

Appendix V
Hierarchy theory principles
(This appendix does not form an integral part of this Recommendation)
In order to allow for further development and applications of this Recommendation, this theory is
introduced for clarification purposes in this world of complexity, together with a useful
bibliography.
V.1

Hierarchies have two known logical forms

V.1.1 The first logical form is the compositional hierarchy (including a synchronic map of the
command hierarchy), which in applications is called the 'scale hierarchy'. The picture of
macromolecules inside of a living cell inside of an organism is a familiar image of one important
application. This form is suited to synchronic modelling of systems as they are at any given
moment.
V.1.2 The second logical form is the subsumption hierarchy (including a diachronic model of the
trajectory of a given command), which is called the 'specification hierarchy'. The Linnaean
hierarchy in biological systematics has this form. This form is suitable to diachronic modelling of
emergent forms.
V.1.3

The following table compares the logical properties.

The two columns show the two hierarchies.
Each line distinguishes the signifying elements of the two hierarchies:

V.2

Taxonomy

Meronomy

General/specific
is-a-kind-of
Subsumption
Inheritance
Specification

Whole/part
is-a-part-of
Composition
Containment
Modularity

General properties

Hierarchies are examples of 'partial ordering' in logic. That is, the items being ordered could be
ordered in other ways as well. Hierarchies order entities, processes or realms into a system of levels.
The ordering principle ('is-a-part-of' or 'is-a-kind-of') is transitive across levels. In both of these
hierarchies, when used to model systems, higher levels control (regulate, interpret, harness) lower
levels, whose behaviours are made possible by properties generated at still lower levels. So higher
levels provide boundary conditions on the behaviours of lower levels; behaviours initiated by still
lower level configurations (see below for the usage of 'higher' and 'lower'). It is important to realize
that only some users of hierarchical forms would insist that particular levels exist in actuality.
Levels are discerned from hierarchical analysis, aimed at constructing/discovering nature's 'joints'
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with respect to given projects. Hierarchies thus provide models of systems that are susceptible to
analysis into different levels.
V.2.1 To use the compositional hierarchy we need to stipulate a focal level, as well as a lower and
a higher, making up a 'basic triadic system'; as, e.g., when the behaviour of living cells is initiated
by chemical events, and controlled by organismic events. The three-level form ensures stability
because with it in place (a third level always anchoring relations between the other two), the focal
level cannot be reduced either upward or downward by assimilation into a contiguous level. Here it
should be noted that this hierarchy has been invoked to explain how the world manages to be as
stable as it is. The triadic form reflects the putative way in which levels would have evolved, by
interpolation between primal highest and lowest ones, as when biology would have emerged as
organizational forms between chemical activities in an environmental energy dissipative
configuration.
V.2.2 In the subsumption hierarchy the highest relevant level is always the one in focus, with all
the lower levels of the hierarchy providing cumulative initiating conditions simultaneously upon it.
This reflects the fact that this hierarchy is implicitly developmental, with the levels being viewed as
having emerged consecutively from the lowest or most general (or generally present), up – as with,
e.g., biology emerging from chemistry, both historically and at any given moment. The two-level
form is unstable, allowing new levels to emerge at the top of the hierarchy. Use of this form
provides us with a model allowing for emergent changes in the world.
Hierarchical analysis is always driven by a given problem or project.
V.3

Formal relations between levels

V.3.1 The compositional hierarchy is one of parts nested within wholes, as, e.g., [... [species
[population [organism [gene [...]]]]]], where [higher level [ focal level [lower level]]]. The logic
reflects Russell's logical types. In principle the levels just keep going, receding at both ends from
the focal level. (It may be noted that this structure probably is rooted in our visual experiences.)
If the parts are functional in some given analysis, they are referred to as components, if not they are
constituents. As one goes down the hierarchy, the relative number of constituents per level
increases, giving a measure of the 'span' of the hierarchy.
V.3.2 The subsumption hierarchy is one of classes and subclasses, as e.g., {material world
{biological world {social world}}}, where {lower level(s) {highest level}}. The focus of analysis is
always the highest level, which is the innermost level of the hierarchy. The logic reflects Ryle's
categories. Higher levels inherit all the properties of the lower levels.
V.3.3 A note on levels terminology: The levels in a subsumption hierarchy have been referred to
as 'integrative levels' inasmuch as the higher levels integrate the lower levels' properties and
dynamics under their own rules. 'Levels of reality' and 'ontological levels' have been used in
subsumption as well. One sees other labels, such as 'levels of organization' or 'levels of observation'
used for either kind of hierarchy. The term 'scalar levels' or 'levels of scale' are used for the
application of the compositional hierarchy to material systems for dynamical reasons (see
clause V.5 below, 'Criteria').
V.4

Style of growth of the hierarchy

V.4.1 A compositional hierarchy adds levels by interpolation between existing levels. In this way,
the system must be an expanding one. Therefore, an assumption required for application of this
hierarchy would be the Big Bang (or other expanding system). The actual process of formation of a
level would involve the cohesion of entities out of lower level units guided by higher level
boundary conditions. This process is little understood since this hierarchy has largely been used for
synchronic analyses.
Rec. ITU-T X.1081 (2004)/Amd.1 (10/2009)
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V.4.2 In the subsumption hierarchy, new levels would emerge from the current highest one. So
this system too can grow – but not in space. Growth here is by the accumulation of informational
constraints, modelled as a process of refinement by way of adding specification. New levels,
marked by subclasses reflect thresholds of system structural reorganization.
V.5

Criteria

V.5.1 In application of the compositional hierarchy to actual natural systems, components at
different levels must differ in size roughly by orders of magnitude. Otherwise components at
different levels would interact dynamically, in which case there would not be different levels
functionally.
V.5.2 Levels in a subsumption hierarchy mark the qualitative differences of different realms of
being, as in 'physical realm' versus 'biological realm'. This hierarchy is open at the top; the
innermost level is unbounded above, and so free to give rise to ever higher levels.
V.6

Complexity

V.6.1 A compositional hierarchy provides a model of 'extensional complexity', the sign of which
is non-linear and chaotic dynamics, allowed by the fact that at any locale at any level in this
hierarchy, there could be a mixture of different kinds of information (relations, variables, constants
of different kinds, attractors) which are not governed by a single overall structure. It is useful here
to contrast complexity with complication. A flat hierarchy with few levels could tend to show more
complicated behaviour than a hierarchy with more levels, which would have more constraints
imposed top-down.
V.6.2 A subsumption hierarchy embodies intentional complexity, which characterizes a system to
the degree that it is susceptible to many different kinds of analyses.
V.7

Dynamical relations

V.7.1 A compositional hierarchy represents a single moment in space, so its dynamics represent
homeostasis, not change. Large scale moments "contain" many small scale moments. It is often
suggested that scalar levels fundamentally signal rate differences rather than component size
differences. It may be noted that the two most often go together. The problem appears in cases that
are said to be non-nested, where, e.g., a much slower rate in a component of a cycle would regulate
the rate of the entire cycle. It would be rare, however, for such rates to differ by orders of
magnitude, and so many of these examples are likely not hierarchical at all. If mere size differences
rather than scale differences were allowed to be the criterion, then the constraint of nestedness
would be lifted. In any case:
–

Because of the order of magnitude differences between levels in the compositional
hierarchy, dynamics at different levels do not directly interact or exchange energy, but
transact by way of mutual constraint (i.e., via informational connections). The levels are
screened off from each other dynamically. Because of this dynamical separation of levels,
informational exchanges between levels are non-transitive, requiring interpretation at the
boundaries between levels.

–

So, if focal level dynamics are represented by variables in an equation, then the results of
dynamics at contiguous levels would be represented by (non-recursive) constants. Larger
scale dynamics are so slow with respect to those at the focal level, that the current value of
their momentary result appears relatively unchanging at the focal level. Cumulated results
of lower scale dynamics also appear relatively or statistically unchanging at the focal level,
as it takes a very long time in lower scale moments to effect a change detectable at the focal
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level – these points are the essence of dynamical 'screening off' in compositional hierarchy
models.
–

Note that, because of these relations, thermodynamic equilibria would be more rapidly
achieved per unit volume at a lower scalar level, delivering an adiabatic principle relating to
screening off. While change of any kind (development, acceleration, diffusion) is relatively
more rapid at lower levels, absolute translational motion is more rapid at higher levels.
Thus, higher levels provide modes of convection for the dissipation of energy gradients,
which would otherwise proceed by slow conduction instead. Related to these matters, it
should be noted that metabolic rates and development are absolutely much faster in smaller
dissipative structures (organisms, fluid vortices, etc.), and their natural life spans are shorter
than in larger scale ones.

–

One sometimes sees the term 'heterarchy' posed in opposition to the scale hierarchy because
of supposed failures of actual systems to conform to hierarchical constraints. One needs to
recall here again that hierarchy is a conceptual construction, an analytical tool, and use of it
does not imply that the world itself is actually hierarchically organized. It does seem to be
so in many ways, but to suppose that this is the sole principle needed in understanding the
world would be naive. It is one tool among many. But often this 'hetero' opposition to
hierarchy is based merely on faulty understanding. For example, the tides are affected
(partially controlled) by gravitational effects associated with the moon; yet the oceans are
not nested inside the moon. As in classical thermodynamics, it is important to see the whole
system correctly. The oceans are nested, along with the earth itself, within the solar system,
and from the hierarchical point of view, these effects on the tides emanate from the solar
system, not merely from the moon. Hierarchical constructs model events in the material
world, defined as the realm of friction and lag in the affairs of chemical elements and their
compositions.

V.7.2 Dynamics in a subsumption hierarchy are entrained by development, which is modelled as
a process of refinement of a class, or increased specification of a category. It is important to note
that this process is open-ended in the sense that there could be many coordinate subclasses of a
given class. That is, the potentials arising within any class form a tree. So, in {physical realm
{material realm {biological realm}}}, or {mammal {primate {human}}} each hierarchy follows
just one branch of a tree. Rylean categories can branch into new distinctions (and this forms a link
with the scalar hierarchy because this would give rise as well to new logical types). Evolution
(unpredictable change) is one many, and thus we have been able to picture organic evolution using
the Linnaean hierarchy.
The fact that functionally this is a two-level hierarchy makes it susceptible to change, because,
without the anchoring provided by a third level, it could be reduced to a single level. How is its
direction into new subclasses ensured (giving rise to the hierarchy)? In models of the material world
this is afforded by the fact that information, once in place (or once having had an effect), marks a
system irrevocably. Marks in material systems are permanent. If a system continues to exist, it must
march forward if it changes; there can be no reversal of evolution. Since change in the material
world is entrained by the second law of thermodynamics, we have here a link between the two
hierarchy models because the second law can be seen to be a result of universal expansion being too
fast to allow the global equilibration of matter. As noted above, this expansion is also what affords
the interpolation of new levels in a compositional hierarchy.
So, development of a subsumptive hierarchy model requires a two-level basic form. Yet these
hierarchies involve more than just two levels. Why do not the more general levels prevent change,
as by the weight of their accumulated information? Here we are led to note another aspect of
development, which is perfectly general. The amount of change required to launch a new level is
ever smaller as a hierarchy develops – refinements are just that. The more general levels do
continue to exert their influence; e.g., biology is a kind of chemistry, and humans are a kind of
Rec. ITU-T X.1081 (2004)/Amd.1 (10/2009)
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mammal. The key to understanding this situation is that in the subsumption hierarchy informational
relations between levels are transitive. Thus, physical dynamics are fully active players in a
biological system. This means that development in this hierarchical model using only two
contiguous levels can be fully understood. New levels may branch off anywhere in the hierarchy,
potentially giving rise to collections of coordinate subclasses.
V.8

Informational relations and semiotics

V.8.1 As noted above, informational relations between levels in a compositional hierarchy are
non-transitive. The levels are screened off from each other dynamically, and influence each other
only indirectly, via transformed informational constraints. Signals moving from one level to another
are transformed at boundaries between the levels. When this is not the case, as when a signal from a
higher level occasionally transits to a much lower level, that level suffers damage (as when an
organism is hit by lightning, or, going the other way, if a given cell affects the whole organism, this
could only be if its effect is promoted by the likes of cancer). Here, we can note again the idea that
levels different in scale dynamics deliver stability to a system, via the screening-off effect.
The interpolation of a new level between two others can be viewed as involving the appearance of a
capability at the uppermost level (via fluctuation, self-organization and/or selection) for making a
significant (to it) interpretation of events at what then becomes the lowermost level of the three. The
upper level effectively disposes – facilitates cohesion among – some of what the lower level
proposes. This requires energetic screening off between levels. As the arena of the upper level's
interpretants, the new level acts as a filter or buffer between upper and lower. This allows to see
levels succeeding each other by a classification procedure whereby topological difference
information is converted to (or coheres as) typological distinction information in an essentially topdown procedure.
V.8.2 In a subsumption hierarchy the lower levels also make possible the emergence of a new
realm, in an epigenetic process. And here too the process is top-down, but in a different sense,
involving finality. Thus, e.g., it can be seen that organism sociality implies biology in the sense of
material implication or conceptual subordination. Then, as organism sociality implies biology,
biology implies chemistry, and so, because this is a process of refinement, only a very narrow set of
possibilities could imply organism sociality. That is, chemistry could give rise to many kinds of
supersystems, biology to fewer, and sociality to even fewer as the epigenetic system develops.
Developments (in distinction from evolution) are always entrained by final causes, and approach
them asymptotically with each emergence of a new realm. Involved here, as in all developments, is
the process of senescence, a condition of information overload (recall that information in this
hierarchy is transitive across levels), leading to overconnectivity, leading in turn to functional
underconnectivity, leading in its turn to inflexibility and habit driven responses (loss of requisite
variety), leading ultimately to loss of adaptability (inability to produce interpretants of novel
situations).
The following sources emphasize the historically important, logically basic, and recent references
that seem to bring in new departures.
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